FLUTTERBY EVENTS

Price List
Balloons
Flowers
Tiara & Headdress
Alternative Bridal Bouquets
& Boutonnieres
Cakes
Stationery & Delicate details
Décor, Styling & Chair Covers

WWW.flutterbyevents.me.uk

Balloons
Cluster of 3 x latex balloons Three 11’’ latex balloons, colour coordinating ribbon & a weight

£6.50 each

Cluster of 5 x latex balloons Five 11’’ latex balloons, colour coordinating ribbon & a weight

£8.50 each

Cluster of 3 x foil balloons Three 18’’ foil balloons, colour coordinating ribbon & a weight

£10.50 each

Cluster of 5 x foil balloons Five 18’’ foil balloons, colour coordinating ribbon & a weight

£15.50 each

Giant Balloon Huge Giant balloon that will brighten up any venue.
£23.00 each

Why not add a funky tassel tail to your balloon to match your colour scheme.

Confetti Balloons
22” crystal clear balloon filled with fabulous confetti inside. Finished off with a perfect confetti tail.

£20.00 each

Single Cloud-Nine One floating cloud, colour coordinating ribbon & a weight

£25.00 each

Linked Cloud-Nine Three floating clouds with adjoining ribbon - perfect to decorate the top table

£65.00 each

Cake Table Pearl Archway
A small row of 11’’ pearl latex balloons, colour coordinating ribbon & weights

from £28.00 each

Pearl Archway A large row of 11’’ pearl latex balloons, colour coordinating ribbon & weights

from £60.00 each

Double Pearl Archway
from £110.00 each

Two large row of 11’’ pearl latex balloons, colour coordinating ribbon & weights

Crown Archway
Herring bone effect archway of 11’’ pearl latex balloons, colour coordinating ribbon & weights

from £120.00 each

Deluxe Archway
A beautiful row of 18’’ foil balloons, shapes of the balloons can include hearts, stars &

circles

from £60.00 each

Bang Balloon A 36’’ latex balloon filled with colour coordinating 5’’ latex balloons & flutterfetti.
A colour coordinated wand is included to pop the balloon.
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from £50.00 each

Flowers
Top Table Arrangements
A beautiful top table arrangement that can complement your Bridal bouquet

from £30.00 each

Table Centrepieces
We have a large range of centrepieces, you can have just a floral display or if you wish to
include Candelabras, Birdcages, vases, vintage jugs & jars, we can provide this for you.

From £15.00 each

Pedestal Arrangements Colour coordinating flowers that will set off any venue

from £35.00 each

Pew Ends Colour coordinating flowers that can include satin ribbon & tulle netting

from£12.00 each

Bridal Hand-tied Bouquet
A stunning bouquet can include feathers, beads, gems, satin ribbon or lace.

from £25.00 each

Bridal Cascading Bouquet
A lovely shower bouquet that can include feathers, beads, gems, satin ribbon or lace.

from £55.00 each

Bridesmaid’s Bouquet
Coordinating flowers to complement the Bridal flowers can include feathers, beads, gems, satin ribbon or lace.

from £15.00 each

Promenade Ball A lovely ball of flowers that can include feathers, beads, gems, satin ribbon or lace.

from £15.00 each

Flower Wands
A beautiful flower wand for those lovely little Bridesmaids can include feathers, beads, gems, satin ribbon or lace.

from 10.50 each

Bridegroom’s Buttonhole
An individual buttonhole that can complement the Bridal flowers. Can include feathers, beads, gems, satin ribbon or lace.

from £4.00 each

Bridal Party Buttonhole
Buttonhole that can complement the Bridal flowers can include feathers, beads, gems, satin ribbon or lace.

from £3.50 each

Corsages
Corsage that can complement the Bridal flowers can include feathers, beads, gems, satin ribbon or lace.

Cake Toppers A lovely floral display for the top of the cake, will complement the Bridal flowers
Cake Knife Corsage A lovely floral cake Knife corsage will complement with the Bridal flowers.

from £7.50 each
from £15.00 each
from £6.50 each

Floral Crowns Whimsical & romantic floral ring perfect for a Bohemian or garden wedding

From £25.00 each

Petal Basket Flower girl petal basket. A small basket filled with petals.

From £12.50 each
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Tiara & Headdress
All of our beautiful bespoke headwear is handcrafted using the finest materials which can
include Swarovski Crystals, Swarovski & Freshwater Pearls, Vintage Flowers, Vintage Beads,
Vintage Buttons, Beautiful Lace & Feathers.

Bride’s Tiara
A stunning bespoke Bridal Tiara made especially for you for your special occasion

from £60.00 each

Bride’s Headdress
A stunning bespoke headdresses made especially for you for your special occasion

from £60.00 each

Bridesmaid’s Tiara
Beautiful handcrafted tiara to complement the Bride’s headwear.
We can colour coordinate the tiara to match your theme.

from £45.00 each

Bridesmaid’s Headdress
Beautiful handcrafted headdress to complement the Bride’s headwear.
We can colour coordinate the tiara to match your theme.

from £45.00 each

Birdcage Headdress
Beautiful bespoke Birdcage Headdress that can include a beautiful veil

from £45.00 each

Flower Crown Floral crown made with artificial flowers, handmade silk flowers, crystals & gems

from £35.00 each

Forehead Band
Forehead band can include chiffon flowers with lace & crystals & can also include droplets.

from £65.00 each

Corsages - Corsages can be made with handcrafted chiffon flowers, lace & sparkly embellishments.

from £25.00 each
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Alternative
Bridal Bouquets
& Boutonnieres
Our beautiful alternative bouquets can include Vintage Brooches, Vintage Buttons, handmade
Satin Flowers, Swarovski beads & Crystals, Vintage lace & any Heirloom you wish to add.
Bridal Brooch Bouquet
These stunning bespoke bouquets are handcrafted to your specification a beautiful heirloom
that you can pass down to your daughter.

from £170.00 each

Bridesmaid’s Brooch Bouquets
These stunning bespoke bouquets will complement your Bridal bouquet.

from £110.00 each

Bridal Button Bouquets
These bespoke button bouquets are handcrafted using beautiful Vintage & modern button,
they’ll be colour coordinated to match your theme.

from £65.00 each

Bridesmaid’s Button Bouquets
These bespoke button bouquets are handcrafted using beautiful Vintage & modern button,
they’ll be colour coordinated to match your theme.

from £55.00 each

Silk Flower Bouquets
These stunning silk flower bouquets are handcrafted using Vintage & modern silk flowers, brooches &

from £40.00 each

pearls, lace & tulle netting can be included

Flower Bouquets
Made with artificial flowers to include brooches, buttons & sparkly gems.

Small £45.00
Medium £55.00
Large £75.00

Boutonnieres
A lovely alternative to a floral buttonhole, which is handcrafted to match the Bride’s bouquet.

from £20.00 each

Corsages
Beautiful alternative corsages that can be worn on the lapel, handbag or on the wrist.
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from £20.00 each

Cakes
Stunning tailor-made celebration confections to suit any special occasion we have many
different flavoured sponges, fruit cakes, buttercream icing & jams that you can choose from.

Single Tier Wedding Cake
Can include real flowers, handcrafted sugar flowers, satin ribbon, lace & glitter.

from £75.00 each

Two Tier Wedding Cake
Can include real flowers, handcrafted sugar flowers, satin ribbon, lace & glitter.

from £150.00 each

Three Tier Wedding Cake
Can include real flowers, handcrafted sugar flowers, satin ribbon, lace & glitter.

from £200.00 each

Individual cupcakes
Can include buttercream, handcrafted sugar flowers & glitter.

from £3.00 each

Individual Mini Cakes
Can include real flowers, handcrafted sugar flowers, satin ribbon, lace & glitter.

from £5.50 each

Cake Pops
Lovely individual cakes on a stick coated with chocolate can be decorated
using glitter, sweets, sprinkles, sugar flowers
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from £2.25 each

Stationery &
Delicate details
Beautiful handcrafted wedding & party invitations, we have a wide range of
high-quality papers & cards, ribbons, lace, diamanté & crystal embellishments
which will complement your colour scheme.

Daytime Invitations
Will be handcrafted to your specification to complement your theme

from £3.00 each

Evening Invitations
Will be handcrafted to your specification to complement your theme

from £2.00 each

Order of Service
Will be handcrafted to your specification to complement your theme

from £2.00 each

Table Name or Numbers
Will be handcrafted to your specification to complement your theme

from £2.50 each

Name Settings & Menus
Will be handcrafted to your specification to complement your theme

from £1.00 each

Favours
Can include five sugared almonds, chocolates, jelly sweets or any little gift you wish to give to your guests.
Favours can be personalised to be used as place names for you special occasion.
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from £1.50 each

Décor, Styling & Chair Covers
You bring the vision & theme & we'll inspire you & exceed your expectations.
Chair Covers (HIRE)
Chair covers will transform any chairs. Can include sashes, tulle netting hoods, flowers, satin ribbon, pearls & lace.

£2.75 each
DIY - £1.75 each

Starlight Backdrop (HIRE) Add that little bit of sparkly to you venue. Perfect for the top table backdrop. £195.00 each
Drapery (HIRE) Ceiling Drapery & swags can transform & give a contemporary feel to any venue.

POA

Top table Swags (HIRE) Lovely drapery on your top table to include Tulle netting & chiffon.

from £25.00 each

Cake Table Swag (HIRE) Lovely drapery on your cake table to include Tulle netting & chiffon.

from £15.00 each

Candelabras (HIRE)
5 Arm Candelabra with Candles - for an additional charge you can include Flowers, Pearls or Crystals

from £9.50 each

Tea lights (HIRE) Silver or clear tea lights. Tea lights candles are an additional cost.

from £1.00 each

Pom-Poms Lovely tissue paper pom-poms, will give you a great vintage, fete feel to your venue.

from £0.99 each

Paper Lanterns Lovely paper lanterns will add a great deal of colour to your special occasion.

from £1.50 each

Fairy Lights (HIRE) We love fairy lights & lots of them. Brighten up your venue with a little bit of twinkly sparkly. from £2.50 each
Birdcages (HIRE) Flowers, pearls, lace, satin ribbon & candles can be added at an additional cost.

from £6.50 each

Vases (HIRE) Fishbowl, Hurricane, Martini Glasses, & tall vases. Flowers, pearls, lace, satin ribbon & candles

from £4.50 each

can be added at an additional cost.

Mirrors (HIRE) Round Mirror plates.
Manzanita Tree (HIRE) Manzanita tree can be used as centrepieces or wish trees.

£1.50 each
£10.00 each

Flowers, pearls, lace, satin ribbon & candles can be added at an additional cost.

Jam Jars (HIRE) Jam Jars with lace & Ivory satin ribbon. Tea lights candles are an additional cost.
Candy Table Why not give your guests a treat & have a candy table. Will include sweet of your choice,
handcrafted labels & love vintage style glassware.

£0.40 each
from £120 each
DIY from £60.00

Round Tablecloths (HIRE) Linen White round tablecloths to fit 5ft & 6ft round tables.

£6.50 each

Banqueting Tablecloths (HIRE) Linen Large rectangle tablecloths, that is ideal for top tables

£7.50 each

Napkins (HIRE) White Linen napkins.

£0.75 each
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